Methods of phase measurements at VLF are briefly described. So me r es u lts of diurnal phase m eas urements, sunrise elfects, and s olar flare effects at medium di stances and northern geographical latitud es are s ummarized. Two inhomogeneous and a nisotropic mod els are used for the interpre tation of the measurements : th e fir st correspondin g to the daytim e ionospher e and the second co rresponding to the nighttime ionospher e. Tile models are r elated to homogeneous models with s harp boundari es and effecti ve param eters of condueti vity, dielectri c con ta nt, and equivalent h eight. Th e diurnal phase lag, dependin g on distance, and the sunrise e ffects at 1000 km and 2000 km are interpreted by these models. Two critica l distanecs exist wher e the nighttim.e phase gain s a phase advantage of 360 degrees r elative to t he d ay t ime phase. An electron pro fil e of the daytime lower ionospher e is deduced from m eas ured daytime variati ons of equ ivalent height. The st ren gth of ionizin g s olar r a diation duri ng a solar flar e and th e e ffective attac hme nt coefficient of t he lower ionosphere are d eri ved fr o m mea sured vari ations of the equivalent h eight durin g a solar flare.
Introduction
VLF waves (3 to 30 kc/s) are in creasingly u sed as communication m ed ium for time and Ireq uency comparison and for long range navigation systems. In all these cases, t he frequency of a cw-transmitter is compared with the frequency of an oscillator at the recieving station, which is independent of Lhe transmitter oscillator.
VLF wave propagation takes place in the waveguide betwee ll earth's surface and t he lo wer ionosphere. This waveguide beha\T es as et tra nsfo r mer and depends on frequency, time, ancl location. Each change of the transformer characteristics of the wa\-e guide is accompanied by a change of phase of the transmitter at t he recei \T ing station relative to the receiver oscillator. Therefore, the transformer characteristics and their variations must be known in any practical application.
In the atmospheric waveguide primary, the reflection characteris tics and the equivalent height of the lower ionosphere vary. On the other hand, the influence of the inhomogeneous earth's surface, with different coverings in winter and summer, is of subordinate importance. Therefore, VLF waves are a very useful tool for studying the lower ionosphere.
Observations of VLF propagation at medium distances are especially suitable for this research because the strong influence of the skywaves increases as to distance increases while the earth's mag netic field has only a small effect . Otherwi se, t he r egion of p.rop agation behaves nearly as a sp ace whi ch is homogeneous in the horizontal direction. Therefore, it is possible to use a relatively simple model for the t beoretical interpreta tion.
M edium distances shall be distan ces where the propagation of electromagnetic energy does not take place predomin antly by on e mode. At daytime this range comprises of distances between about 300 and 3000 km. Within 300 km the principal wave is the groundwave. Beyond 3000 km the first waveguide mode is the chief carrier of energy. At nighttime the range becomes larger because of the smaller <tbsorption of the ionospheric skywaves.
A great deal o[ early work or VLF reseen·ell has been done b y the Cambridge group. The res ults are summarized by Brace well et aI. , [195] ]. The easiest method of phase meas urement is to lock the receiver oscillator with the tmnsmitter oscillator, e.g., by telephone circuits [Bracewell, 1952] . Naturally this is possibly only for r elatively short distances and suitable local conditions. Pierce [1955, 1957] compared the frequency of an independent oscillator in Cambridge (Mass.) with the highly stabilized frequency of GBR (Rugby) , 16 kc/s, and fn'st realized useful phase measurements over large distances .
This paper reports results of diurnal phase measurements at medium distances and their interpretation . Attention is restricted to regular changes including sunrise effects and solar flare effects, but does not discuss nighttime anomalies like magnetic storm effects or cosmic ray effects . The rea son, t herefore, is that the nighttime ionosphere is very unstable and becomes highly inhomogeneous in the horizontal direction at such anomalies, conse quen tly a quantitative interpretation is extremely diffi cult. Since only the phase together with the amplitude of the field strength gives unique information, it is sometimes inevitable for the interpretation of the measurements to use the amplitude too.
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Results of Phase Measurements 2.1. Method of Phase Measurement
The phase of a transmitter at the receiving station has the form (1) where cp(p , t ) is a variable form which depends on both range, p, and time, t. The receiver oscillator has the phase (2) Here wand WE are the angular frequencies of the transmitter and the receiver oscillator, respectively; t is the time; k = w/c is the wave number; c is the velocity of light; and p is the distance between transmitter and receiver. The phase
is the phase of an undisturbed wave propagating in free space; cp(p, t) is the phase difference from this ideal value; and CPE is an arbitrary phase constant of the receiver oscillator.
If the two frequencies are mixed in a converter, a difference frequency will be obtained, and the resulting phase difference is (4) Since the oscillators of the transmitter and the receiver o'enerally are not synchronized, the result of phase 1~1easurement is undecided by the factor (5) Furthermore, each frequency difference of the two oscillators gives a linear phase change with time which adds to the diurnal variation <p (p, t) . Often the frequency of the receiver oscillator changes by (6) Then the phase change with time even is of parabola form. Such an oscillator run can be compensated [Utech and Zahn, 1961] .
The maximal diurnal change of cP is of the order
In order to measure primary, the change of cP it must yield within one daily interval (T~ 
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The frequencies of the oscillator must be stabilized at least for 1 in 10 10 , if a useful diurnal phase measurement at VLF shall be possible. The method of achieving this extreme condition is beyond the scope of this paper. Details may be found in Pierce [1957] , Crombie et al. [1958] , and Eppen and Heydt [1959] . An accuracy of 1 in 10 10 of the oscillator frequency is already the upper limit which can be realized within economic limitations. The oscillator of GBR (16 kc/s) has this accuracy [Pierce et al. , 1960] . Therefore, the determination of the reference phase is not unique. Yet, the experiments show that the lower ionosphere at daytime is rather stable, and its behavior at midday only is changing a little from day to day. This is the reason that the phase value at midday will be used as reference phase.
The following data will show the phase difference flcp = cP-CPmldday, although for some purposes the time delay,
is used when measurements at different frequencies are compared. Finally, the phase lag is defined by
2.2 . Results of Diurnal Phase Measurements Figure 1 shows results of phase measurements of GBR (16 kc/s) in Berlin for the year 1962. The distance between transmitter and receiver is 980 km. The monthly means of hourly median values of flcp are scaled versus time of day. The propagation path is directed nearly from west to east. The shift of the daytime maximum and the shift of the nighttime minimum to earlier hours than midday and midnight, respectively, are striking. The difference t ime of sunrise or sunset at the locations of the transmitter and receiver is smaller than 1 hr. The variation of phase must be caused, therefore, by a smooth variation of the equivalent reflection height and the reflection characteristics of the lower ionosphere. On the other hand , Pierce [1957] and Chilton et al. [1962] , find a trapezium shape of the diurnal phase variation for greater distances. The duration of the slope of the trapezium depends on the time during which parts of the propagation path lie in twilight. The duration becomes great for propagation paths directed from east to west or vice versa and are small for paths directed from south to north or vice versa.
If only the first mode is the carrier of energy (for distances greater than about 3000 km), it is sufficient for an approximate interpretation of the transition to assum.e that the phase of the mode is propagating with a constant phase valocity at daytime and aJan LlI" t Feb different constant phase velocity at nighttime. In regions of transition from night to day, the portions of phase paths are simply added . For example, if p is the percentage portion of the nighttime phase path, then the whole phase at the receiver is [Crombie et al. , 1958 ]
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where is the measured maximal to the phase at midday. is appro 'imately lin ear , variation. With help of (14) , Blackband [1962] and Hampton and Hill [1962] were able to explain the daily phase variations over propagation paths crossing arctic regions. In winter or summer there exist two extremes of daily phase variation , because parts of the propagation paths are dark and illuminated , respectively, during the whole day. For shorter distances, the propagation must be interpreted by ray theory. Here it is better to describe the transition from night to day by a steady change of the ionospheric characteristics over the whole propagation p ath (see sec.
3.4) .
Casselman et al., [1959] , Blackband [1962b] , and Westfall [1961] have reported the maximum phase lag -t1CPm for different distances from the transmitter and different frequencies between 10 and 20 lee/so Some of these r es ults for the frequencies 16 and 18 kc/s together with the data from figure 1 and 3 are plotted ver sus distance p in figure 2 .
Contrary to the presentation of these data by Blackband , no attempt has b een made to eliminate fig. 2 ) which fits to the other values, The next day an inversion of phase lag is observed, The maximum difference of phase on both days is about 360 0 , Such phase inversions are rare and have been obsen T ed up to now only at distances round 700 km from the transmitter. Blackband [1962b] h as s hown that for great distances the value -tJ.T m/P is nearly constant at constant frequency and decreases with frequency down to a miniulUm at about 16 kc/s. In figure 4 the rneasured values are plotted versus frequency,
. Calculated values -tlrm/p versus jTequency (dashed line).
'The paints are measured values according to Blackband [1962b] , Blackband did not find any significant dependence of this data on direction of propagation (influence of earth's magnetic field) or propagation path (influence of the distribution of continents and oceans) .
Sunrise Effects
At medium distances the sunrise effects are very regular and marked in phase and amplitude of VLF. The sunset effects are much weaker and not so regular. As a resul t of the averaging in figure 1, the sunrise effects are smoothed out, Two examples of sunrise effects of GBR, measured in Berlin, are shown in figure 5, The ordinates are the monthly means of July and December 1962, respectively, with phase and amplitude separated. The abscissa is the time difference centered to the time of zenith distance x = 96° at the middle of the propagation path. That is equivalent with the time of sunrise in 35 km height above the middle of the path . In summer a deep minimum of amplitude and a turning point of phase can be seen; in winter there is a maximum followed by a minimum in amplitude and likewise a turning point in phase. The beginning of the sunrise effect is at about x = 99°. This corresponds to sunrise at the height of 80 km above the middle of the p ath. At 2000 km the phase of sunrise effect can surpass the daily variation as Blackband [1961] has shown (see fig. 13 ) .
Solar Flare Effects
A solar flare lowers the whole daytime portion of the lower ionosphere, The homogeneous conditions, therefore, will not change during a solar flare, and the same theoretical model which is valid for the normal d aily variations can be accepted for its interpretation. The decrease of equivalent height and the change of the reflection coefficient of the lower ionosphere during a solar flare changes the ,20 ' The time dill'crence At is centered to the time of sunrise in 35 kill height abo,' e t he midd le of t he propagation path_ interference patLern bet ween groundwave and skywaves. The change or phase, t he well-known sudden phase anomaly (SPA), generally is positive. The changc of am plitude can beco me positive or negative dependin g on frequen cy, di stance, a nd time of day [Volland , 1959] . Figure 6 gives an instructive example of till .. ee successive solar flares on GBR measured in Berlin. All till'ee effects are recognized uniquely as solar flare effects by other independent, simultaneous, solar-terrestrial events and show an increase of phase indicating a decrease of equivalent height. The amplitude changes otherwise are positive , negative, and zero, because the mutual phase of the groundwave and the one hop wave becomes slightly negative , positive, or zero. The arrows indicate t he begiuning of the effects.
surface and ionosphere is a plane or curved waveguide with sh arp bounded homogeneous walls . E lectromagnetic energy in such a waveguide can p ropH gaLe only in discrete modes. Solely for short d istances, the famil iar r ay t heory or wave propagation is a suitable approximation, T he transition between ray theory and mode theory occurs at medium distances for VLF waves. Both theories gi ve the saIne resulLs in the Lransitioll region l Volland, 1961] .
The dimnal phrlse lag depending on distance can be explained for greater distances accord ing to W ait [1961] , Westfall [1961] , and Crombie et aI. , [1958] as Lhe difference between da y time phase velociLy and nighttime phase velocity or the fu'st mode. This is caused by the change of equivalent heigh t of rcflecLion hom abou t 70 km at daytime to abou t 90 km at nighttime. Thereby the curvature of the emth 's surfnce is important, since within a curved waveguide, the effective distan ce between transmitter 1LDd receiver changes with the height of the wttvegu ide . In this con necLion , W'nit [1963] expbined , qualitatively, the phase lag minimum in figme 2 as the interference b etween first nnd second mode. On the other, the frequency dependence of !:17 m/ P in figme 4 may be interpreted in terms of frequency dependence of the propagation constant of the first mode [Blackband, 1962b] . In fact, W ait [1963] explains the measured minimum in figme 4 by the exact mode theory of curved waveguides.
In this section the ionosphere is considered as plane, but anisotropic and inhomogeneous in vertical direction. Concepts like equivalent h eight, effective conductivity, and effective di electri c constant will be connected with realistic ionospheric models. Since most of the phase measurem ents have been made with the transmitter GBR (Rugby), the calculations will b e restricted to ionospheric mo dels in medium northern geographical latitudes and to the frequency 16 k c/s . We expect results which are at least typical for VLF waves outside the equatorial regions. D etailed calculations of VLF propagation valid for the equatorial zones h ave been made by Crombie [1960 Crombie [ , 1961 .
We assume a Chapman profile, (16) taking into consideration a recombination coefficient decreasin g exponentially with height and a collision number profile accordin g to Nicolet [1959] (17) below 90 km. We neglect the difference b etween v and the effective value of v at low frequencies which may differ by a factor 2 [Ginzburg, 1961] , because already the data of Nicolet are rather uncertain, and v itself surely varies with location and n = I season. The earth's magnetic field is assumed to be vertical with the value of the (angular) gyromagnetic frequency at medium northern latitudes
For this model, and a set of parameters N", and Zm, the elements of the reflection matrix (18) of plane electromagnetic waves depending on angle of incidence have been calculated [Volland, 1963] .
Since the penetration depth of VLF waves at daytime is of the order of one wavelength, the ionosphere above the D layer has only a small influence on the reflection characteristics and can be neglected. At nighttime the VLF waves can p en etrate into the higher ionosphere. The calculated reflection coeffi cients of the nighttime ionosphere, therefore, are more uncertain t han the values of the day time ionosph cre, e p ecially t he pha c. The r esul ts of crd cula tion of the elem ents of R for the p ar ameters N ", = 10 3 cm -3 and zm= 75, 85, 95, and 105 km a re shown in flg ure 7a (amplitude) and figure 7b (phase) . Because of the special choice of the direction of th e geomagnetic field, .L R !I= " R .L . The elements of R ar e r epresented as (19) In figure 7b , cP is plotted versus O= cos .\.
From the phase cP a n equivalent r eflection height. h' can b e defined [Budden , 1961a] :
Zrer is an arbitrary reference heigh t of the calculated ph ase. In our exam_ pI e, it is (21 ) Thus, it is inferred th at splwrical wav es a t an gle of incidence So, ar e refl ected a t heigh t h' wi t h a reflection coeffi cien t of ampli Lude IRI a nd a ph ase jump of 180°. It is to be noted tha t h' depend s on the angle of incid ence.\. In fi.gure 8, h' calculated from t he da ta in fi g ure 7b in conj unction wi tll (2 0) is plotted versus z'" for obliq ue incidence (cos s< 0,3) and ver tical incidence (cos s = l ) . The slope of h' is different at v er tical a nd obli q ue in cidence for t he sam e ionospheric mo del. Quali tatively , t he sa ille phenomenon h as b ee n observ ed by Bracewell et al. 
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[1951] for the transition from night to day . As can be seen from figure 8, Bracewell's interpretation of the phenomenon [Bracewell and Bain, 1952] assuming two different D layers seems to be unnecessary. At tbe oblique incidence (cos s< 0,3), it is seen that A O¢ r"," constant. u cos ~
This means that h' is con stant for cos s< 0,3 . Now, cos .\ = 0,3 is equivalent t o a distan ce of p= 450 km for h' = 70 km. Th erefore, it is poss ible to operate with a constant equivalent h eigh t in th e whole region of m edium and large dist ances. This fact facilitates the introduction of an isotropic ftnd homogen eous equivalen t of the ionosphere whi ch b eh aves like t he inhomogeneous and anisotropic ionospher e for plane waves at obliqu e inciden ce and a gi\ren frequency. This equi valent has an effecti ve conducti\'ity (J" and a n effective dielec L ric constant E , so that lil Rll 1 and I.LR.LI are the same for th e inhomogeneous ionosphere a nd th e surrogate at cos s< 0,3. Since the phase of t he r eflection coeffLcient of a homogen eou s ionosphere wi t h sh arp boundary at oblique incid ence clifT'ers from 180 0 , t he equi valen t ionosphere mus t ha \'e t he v ir tual h eight h whi ch is slightly differenl-
is appropri a te. The phase term in (23 ) relates th e phase of II R .L to t he h eight h of "HI! . In fig ure 7a , ome calculated reflection coeffi cien Ls of the equivalent are drawn as d ash ed lin es which fit Lo th e correi;:ponding Y<llues of th e models with the p arameter z",= 105 kill. All p arameters of the equi valent of the mod els in figure 7 are put together in t able l. We sec tl mt € can tak e n egatiYe \' alues. 
T ABLE 1. P arametel's oJ equi valent i onos pheres whic h at obli que i ncidence and 16 kc! s have the same l'eflection charactel'istics as the inhomogeneolis and anisotro pic i onosphel'ic models ( h '
,
h'( II R.L )
. In this manner each arbitrary ionospheric model can be s ubstitu ted by a homogeneous ionosphere with a sh arp boundary which has the same r eflection ch aracteristics as the model at oblique incidence and a given frequency .
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Th e influence of the geom agnetic field increases with increasin g heigh t Zm and with increasing cos tAt 0 = 1, eve n for low values of 8 m (daytime conditions), it yields Ill R il1 = I.lR .l i "' " III R .lI · The reflected waves, therefore, have nearly circular polarization . With decr easing 0, the value decreases. This is the reason for the small influence of the geomagnetic field on VLF at oblique incidence.
Since h and h' are constants at oblique incidence, the equivalent ionosphere can be applied for the calculations at mode theory, too. The effective parameters of the equivalent ionosphere h' , 0" , and E s tron gly depend on frequency [Volland, 1963] . Therefore, it is necessary to rep eat the calculation of R for the same model at other frequencies .
.2 . Propagation Formula
The theory of propagation of VLF waves in plane or curved waveguides with sharp boundaries has b een treated extensively. D etailed information may be found in the books of Budden [1961b] and Wait [1962] . In th e VLF range, the transmitter antenn as mostly beh ave like vertical electric dipoles. In what follows it is assumed that both transmitter and receiving antennas are situated on the ground.
The vertical component of the electric field strength of a vertical electric dipole according to a simplified form of mode theory is [Volland, 1964a] (25) take into co nsideration the curvature of the earth.
Since S""", l , B n can be drawn b efore the s um in (24) as a common factor :
For a first approximation , it is sufficient to neglect the imaginary part of S n in (24). The phase of the nth mode then becomes 27) In this formula, it is remarkable that the phase retardation of the nth mode relative to the undisturbed propagation is compensated by the influence of the curved earth on account of for low ord er modes. This mean s that the phase velocity of the first mode
which is greater than the velocity of light c at frequencies below 8 kc/s [Jean et al. , 1960] phase of the first mode, according to the simplified theory, is (29) The influence of Lhe geom agneLic field is placed into the valu es E, (1 , and 'Y. N ow the nla,gni tude of the third term of 6 " is very small compared with the other terms on accoun t of 0;,/4« 1 a,nd m a,y b e n eglected . Th e consequence is t hat in the ray t heory approximation the terms with !! R .i a nd .iR I: also m ay be neglected. Th e corresponding formula of ray th eory, t herefore, is Ez~2EoB(W+ 2 ~ sin 3 t n C~Rey R~'-lI Il R ld nejk(P-Tn) -jn .. ) (3 0) where the Sommerfeld function Wis replaced by unity, sin t n= !!..' rn=··/p2+(2nh' )2, h,' = equivalent heigh t , rn III RIi! = amplitude of the reflection coefficient of the inhomogeneous and anisotropic ionosphere, and, fin ally, R e= refiec tion coefficient of the earth for vertically polarized waves.
Th e curvatme of the earth has been taken approxim ately into consideration by the factor B (see (26)).
If we assume the earth's surface to be ideally conductive (Aen= O; R e= l), the resultant error primarily influences the ampli tude of E z . In the followin g calculations we shall make this assumption. The neglect of the fini te conductivity of th e earth, however , is allowed for only up to frequencies of about 20 kc/s.
. Interpretation of the Diurnal Phase Measurements
With h elp 0(' Lh e pl'opagitLion formul ae (24) and (3 0) togeLher wi t h the ionospheri c p a,rametel's &,i I'en in Lable 1, the field trengtJI Ez h as b een calculaLed dep ending on distance p. As the dayL im e model, t he model w'ith th e pa rameters N", = 1000 cm-3 and z",= 85 kill (11,' = 70 km) was selected. Th e reason 1'01' th e choice 0(' this model may b e seen in section 3.5. For th e nigh tLime, the model wi t h the parameters N", = 1000 cm-3 fl nd Z", = 105 km hfls been used. For cOl1\renience, an equ ivalenL beight of h' = 90 km instefld of 88 km, according to table 1, h as been in trodu ced .
The calculaLions h a l' e b een m ade by (3 0) up to p= 1500 km and by (24) abo\' e p= 1000 km. The agr eem ent 01' t he results in t he range between 1000 and 1500 km sened as control. The calculated differ ence -6 CPm is shown in figure 2 as a continuous full line. Comparing the calculated curve with the experimental dflta, we see t hat an agreement is possible only if we take two jumps of 360 0 at p= 600 Ion and p= 2600 km. This discrepancy can be expl ain ed, if we plot E z/2EoB in a polar diagram.. This is shown in figure 9 for daytime propagation and in figure 10 for nighttime propagation. Figure 9a originates from the ray theory (30). Th e straight line OA corresponds to the groundwaye (assumin g W = 1). The thin straight lines-drawn in figure 9a only for the case p= 1500 km-conespond to Lhe multibop skywaves . The portions of the sky waves increase with increasing distance. Tb e vector drawn from th e point 0 to an end point of the curve gives amplitude and phase of E z/2EoB. Figure 9b is originated by mode theory (24). H er e the straight lines correspond to the mode terms . The modes of high er order decr ease with incr easing distance. Figure 10 must b e read in the sam e m anner. From figUTe 9a and lOa, we see that between 500 and 1000 km the origin 0 will be encircled by the endpoint of t he vector in a clockwise sense at daytime and in a co unterclo ckwise sense at nighttime . The nighttime phase , therefore, receives a gain of 360° or one wavelength in respect to the daytime phase. We would obtain such a result if the measmements were made by a synchronized oscillator in an air craft flying off the transmitter at daytime and nighttime , respectively. Yet, there exist only few measmements of this kind [Reder et al., 1961] . All measmements plotted in figme 2 are made a,t one lo cation. By this fact the phenomenon is hidden . Fig UTe 11 shows two polar diagrams for two constant distances , p= 600 km and p= 650 km. Here it was assumed that the equivalent height h' and the corresponding ionospheric parameters in table 1 changed continuously from the nighttime value to the daytime value. We would expect such picture if we would measme continuously, phase and amplitude at one location. As can be seen from figme 11 , the origin is circulated in a left hand sense at the smaller distance and in a right hand manner at the larger distance. There must exist a distanc3 between both these distances where the vector runs through the origin . The phase becomes indefinite . In this range, the measmed dimnal phase lag jumps b y 360° from negative to positive values. This is indicated in figme 2 by the vertical dashed line at 600 km. Receiver stations situated round this critical distanc.:l may fall from the positive into the negative phase lag region, or vice versa, if the reflection characteris tics of the nighttime ionosphere changes from one night to the next. The phase difference must then differ rather exactly by 360°. This is the qualitative interpretation of the phase anomaly observed in Lindau (see fig. 3 ) .
In om model, a second phase gain of 360° of the nighttime phase occms at 2600 km. Here the sum of the second and higher order modes is larger than the fust order mode and is phase shifted by 180°. The magnitude of the minimum of -/1«Jm in this region depends very sensitively on the minimum difference vector of the modes at nighttime. Unfortunately, the measmements in these distances are insufficient to decide whether the second phase gain is reftl or not. In any case, phase meftSlU'ements in these two regions give very sensitive indiCf1tions of the diurnfll and inLel'diumal chfln ge of the lower ionosphere. The f1greement between meR Ul"ements f1nd calculation in figme 2 can be only of qUf11itf1tive kind because the measurcmen ts fire made Rt different times, different region s and difl'erent frequencies. The dash-dotted line in figuJ'e 2 is the calculated phase lag of t he fust mode , according to (29) . We see that up to 5000 km the second mode may not be neglected for the nighttime propagation.
The value -!1T m/ P calculf1ted from (29) for the first mode is shown in figure 3 as a dRshed line . Here it nighttime height , h'nlgh t=88 km , hf1s been chosen. The theoretical cmve fits well with the measmed values. No attempt has been made to explain the minimum at 16 kc/s, since the number of measmed frequencies in the regioll is very smf111.
Inte rpretation of the Sunrise Effects
The model previously used i vf11id only if it is able, also, to explain the tntnsition from night to df1ytime conditions. At shorLer distf1nces, when the one hop skywf1vC exists primarily besides the groundwf1ve, it seems to be appropriate Lo approximate the tran ition by lowering the whole ionosphere continuously. In 
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The sunrise effect in summer (see fig. 5 ) cannot be explained as well as the winter effect. But we get a qualitative agreement between calculation and measUl'ement, when we assume that in summer the nighttime ionosphere ends at 11,' = 85 km. Then the deep minimum of amplitude and the tmning point of phflse caused by the interference between one hop and two hop wave remain , but the amount of amplitude is too small in respect to the measUTed values. If we suppose a larger amplitude of skywaves in summer, we even get quantitative agreement.
A likewise qualitative agreement exists between measUTed and calculated sunrise effect at distances of 2150 km. In fig UTe 13 , a diurnal phase change of GBR meRsured in Malta (p= 2150 km) by Blackband [1961] has been plotted together with calculated data according to oUT model for the transition from night to day. The comse of phase is the r esult of interference between fu'st Rnd second mode. We eanno t expect better agreement, sin ce the vRlidiLy of om transi tion model begins to cease at these distances.
The normal varia tion of eq uivalen L heigh L a L dfl YLime is caused by th e variation of the elecLron density profile of the lower ionosphere. During a solar flare, the illuminated part of Lhe lower ionosphere becomes addition ally ionized, find therefore the equivRlent height is lowered for a short time. -50 
where ZmO is the characteristic h eight of the Chapman layer at zero ze nith distance, it follows from (35) that
In _ l_= h' -z,,o cos X H* +In { 1-2ln 31.5 ;;:~0+2 (h'iI!~'o) } . (37) This equation makes possible the determination of ZmO and N Vmo , if the daytime variation of h' is known.
rnO Figure 15 shows values of h' determined frolTl the field s trength of GBR meas ured in B erlin between April and June 1959 [Volland, 1959] . The drtshed line is calculrtteel from (3 7) with help of the parameters: zmo = 85 km, lVmo = 109 111.-3 = 1000 cm-3 , Vmo= 1.5,10 6 8-1 in 85 knt height (see (17)). At the reflection point of t he one hop wave at local noon in May, it is cos x = 0, 82 . From thi s i t follows that zm=86,5 km rtnd lV", = N rno = 1000 cm.-3 whi ch is in good agreemen t wi tit t he daytime mod el hitherto used. During a solar fla re, the parameter N m is changin g at constant z,.. The retardation of N in respect to the solar em ission is govern ed by the equation 
for m = 1 or 2. H ere qo is t he normal ion production rate prior to the onset which is considereel to remain constant during the flare ; 0 is the Jnrtxim.um relative increase of ion production rate; e-~l is the ideal time co urse of a typical solar flare ; and /' is the decay constant. In (38), m = 2 corresponds to t he effective recombination in which case a is a recombination 
Here it was presumed
The combination of parameters (40) is uni.que, since t he curve must fit both height and time of maximum and the decay of the measured values with tim e. Similar crtlculations have been done for 15 additio nal selected solar flare effects [Volland, 1964b] 
